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BC HOTEL ASSOCIATION REPORT

Summer into Fall - Looking Forward
With growing numbers of Canadians va-
cationing within the country, and international 
arrivals continuing at a steady pace, this 
summer was one of our busiest. On top of an 
already busy time, our thoughts are drawn to 
those areas of BC impacted by the relentless 
forest fires. Our friends and colleagues in the 
communities affected by fires have shown 
incredible resilience and strength in the face 
of overwhelming challenges. We know that 
these communities continue to recover and we 
greatly appreciate those across the province 
and country who have stepped forward to 
provide support and assistance.

Affordable Housing for Workers
A busy summer for the accommodation and 
tourism industry is great, but it also highlights 
and compounds the staffing challenges that 
many hotel operators are facing. As BC Hotel 
Association (BCHA) President and CEO, James 
Chase, toured the Thompson Okanagan 
region, as well as the Kootenay Rockies, the 
labour shortage was clearly identified as the 
#1 issue. The BCHA is working on a variety of 
initiatives to address the labour shortage in the 
province, with a key piece being the necessary 
access to affordable monthly rental housing 
for incoming workers. Without accessible and 
affordable housing, workers are not able to stay 
in the communities that need them the most, 
resulting in understaffed properties despite 
growing tourism numbers. A key piece for the 
success of any staffing program that we’ve 
investigated is the necessity for incoming 
workers to have a safe, affordable housing 
option available to them, and the current 
market conditions are a large obstacle. 

With the staffing challenges so critically 
tied to the need for more available, affordable 
monthly rental housing, the BCHA continues to 
work with the Tourism Industry Association of 

BC (TIABC) as well as the Hotel Association of 
Canada to develop meaningful solutions to be 
implemented by all three levels of government. 

Accommodation Industry Updates
The June regional tour, completed by James 
Chase, was just the start of more direct 
communication that we are working to 
establish across the province. Look for us this 
fall as we bring our accommodation industry 
updates to the various Destination Marketing 
Organization Annual General Meetings. 
Additionally, we will be soon announcing easy-
to-access webinars on topics from Check In 
Canada to Member Benefit Programs, BCHA 
government initiatives, and much more. 
All meetings and webinars are available to 
members and non-members alike, though 
as always, access to the Member Benefit 
Programs discussed will be exclusive to BCHA 
member properties. To get a jump on these 
programs, don’t hesitate to reach out to our 
membership coordinator Louise Thompson 
at membership@bchotelassociation.com or 
by phone at 604-443-4756. 

BC Housekeeping Awards
In August, the BCHA announced our newly-
established BC Housekeeping Awards. 
These unique awards celebrate the highest 
standards of excellence in hotel and motel 
cleanliness, maintenance, and state of repair 
for properties registered with Check In 
Canada. The Housekeeping Awards have been 
presented in Alberta for the past 30 years and 
are highly coveted by hoteliers and their staff. 
We are thrilled to bring this awards program 
to BC as we know it is key to recognize the 
incredible staff that shape the vibrant industry 
in our province. The Housekeeping Awards 
will be presented alongside the Hospitality 
Industry Awards at our 2018 industry event, 
the BC Hospitality Summit. 

Political Focus
As we all know, this summer has been a bit 
of whirlwind in the political landscape. We 
greatly look forward to working with the new 
government and building lasting relationships 
for the benefit of the province’s key tourism 
sector, seeing where opportunities for dialogue 
arise as we work towards addressing the unique 
challenges of the accommodation industry. 
Despite the changes at the provincial level, 
we’ve maintained our commitment to educating 
the local government leaders on the affordable 
housing issue as well as the ongoing labour 
shortage. The BCHA and TIABC met with 
members of the Union of BC Municipalities 
about our slate of initiatives. We are confident 
that with our support and the support of our 
industry partners like the Tourism Industry 
Association of British Columbia and the BC 
Chamber of Commerce, these local government 
representatives will begin to champion these 
very important issues at the provincial level.  

Upcoming Events
Finally, we also announced the dates of two 
important upcoming events. First is the BCHA’s 
100th Annual General Meeting, which will 
take place on Tuesday, November 21st at the 
Fairmont Waterfront in Vancouver. Second, 
the BC Hospitality Summit will take place 
in Whistler from April 22-24, 2018. We’ve 
got a new look to go with the new name 
and our team is looking forward to another 
great conference f il led with educational 
seminars, incredible keynote talks, networking 
receptions, the return of the Hospitality Industry 
Awards as well as the first presentation of BC’s 
Housekeeping Awards.

As the Chair of the BC Hotel Association, 
I am committed to meeting and speaking 
with as many members as possible. Please 
feel free to reach out to me directly at  
chair@bchotelassociation.com. 

by Chairman of the Board, David MacKenzie

Next Issue: Winter 2017
In-Room Entertainment – How are entertainment options changing as guests’ demands increase?

Bedroom Décor – Linens, draperies and furniture give guestrooms a personality. Check out the latest designs.

Trends in the Wellness Industry – Discover new trends in healthy eating, spa services, and fitness regimes.

Emerging Markets – Which countries are producing BC’s next tourists? Where should you focus your marketing efforts?

Book your ad 

by Oct 20
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AI, Robots, and Biometrics 
Promise Big Changes for Hoteliers

A 

Future for 
Hotels

Technology, like time, waits for no one, and there’s a reason why it’s 
a driving influence in the hospitality sector. As our reliance on more 
powerful hardware, smarter apps, and slicker interfaces grows, the 
challenge of exceeding guest expectations also increases.

by Mark Glenning

High
Tech

InnFocus   5   
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As the technology advances, we’ll see 
voice-controlled rooms with an ability to 

learn and anticipate guests’ needs.

to learn and anticipate guests’ needs, giving them greater control over 
their experience. This will range from controlling thermostats, lighting 
and entertainment to recommending shopping and dining. TripAdvisor 
has already entered the fray with a chatbot that can be accessed via 
Facebook Messenger, which can help guests discover new restaurants 
and co-ordinate travel plans with friends and family.

Robotics
AI goes hand-in-hand with robotics. The prospect of human interaction 
and jobs being impacted by machines over the next 20 years is 
controversial, but it has potential. Beyond automating everyday tasks 
such as cleaning and room service, robots will one day be able to learn 
and anticipate the needs of guests, especially if they’re equipped with 
AI. At this stage, it’s not clear if investing in the technology would pay 
off in terms of reduced labour costs for hoteliers, but a substantial value 
lies in the ability to deliver a guest experience that stands out from the 
competition.

Wearable Technology
Wearable tech’s potential to be incorporated into clothes, jewelry or other 
accessories means that it’s on the verge of becoming as conspicuous 
as cell phones. This is an exciting development for hoteliers; for a start, 
it could be used to track the use of amenities and other services, and 
streamline the check-in process.
Wearable tech also provides the opportunity for hotels to receive 
payment securely. Not only is this more convenient for guests, but it 
also eliminates the risk associated with credit and debit card payments.

It’s not just guest-centric; it will also improve the response times for 
maintenance staff, improve record keeping, and even assist waiters and 
bar staff by notifying them when orders are ready. 

The Hospitality Industry Technology Exposition & Conference (HITEC) 
took place in Toronto in June, and gave us a glimpse of what is fast 
becoming inevitable in the hotel industry.

Artificial Intelligence and Voice Activation
Artificial Intelligence’s (AI’s) ability to analyze data and crunch it down 
to meaningful statistics means that it’s becoming a crucial part of 
every industry. Some hotels are already incorporating it into their guest 
experience – “Edward”, a virtual presence employed by UK-based 
Edwardian Hotels is able to respond to various requests such as basic 
room service and advance check in. However, Edward is text only; as 
the technology advances, we’ll see voice-controlled rooms with an ability 

http://www.saltohospitality.com
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Facial Recognition and Biometrics
We may think of sci-fi movies when we think of 
biometrics, but it’s already a tried and trusted 
security measure. Millions of smartphones 
have fingerprint scanners, and hoteliers can 
identify guests using facial recognition for 
security purposes, and to pay special attention 
to important guests.

The future of biometrics goes way beyond 
this. It’s predicted that people will soon be able 
to link their fingerprint to their credit or debit 
card, and even make payments by touching 
a device. Biometric data may make key cards 
obsolete, and allow hoteliers to personalize the 
experience for recurring guests with features 
such as climate and lighting control, no matter 
what location they stay at.

However, privacy would have to be handled 
sensitively. In an age when we’re concerned 
about how much personal information is being 
gathered and used, hoteliers will need to be 
extra cautious and transparent about any data 
they collect from their guests.

Automated Alerts
Something that’s available today is a system 
that automatically alerts hospitality staff to tasks 
that need their attention. Telecommunications 
company TELUS has conceived of a hotel 
where high-speed Wi-Fi is put to use beyond 
Internet access and guest entertainment. For 
example, it’s now possible to have a system 
in place to monitor the temperatures of food 
storage and preparation areas, alerting 
restaurant managers to problems such as 
broken freezers before they become a critical 
issue. The future of this technology lies in 
it being combined with facial recognition, 
as automated alerts have the potential to 
help hotel security spot possible fraud as it 
happens, or for other staff to come to the 
urgent aid of a guest.

Near Field Communications
Travellers and guests are used to digital 
signage, but when paired with Near Field 
Communications (NFC) and Wi-Fi, the 
opportunity for richer content opens up. 
Proximity-based NFC beacons can help direct 
guests around the hotel, update them with 
flight information, or alert them to offers. For 
example, they can be alerted to daily specials 
when walking by a restaurant.

Engaging guests with NFC also has a lot 
of potential for hoteliers to customize their 
experience by promoting amenities, upselling 
and cross-selling — in other words, providing 

a new level of customer service and building 
loyalty by providing a strong connection to 
businesses in the community.

Driverless Cars
One highly anticipated technology is driverless 
vehicles. With the ability to sense hazards and 
navigate using GPS, applications go beyond 
the obvious benefits of improving road safety 
and making travel much more efficient. A 
standout advantage for hoteliers is picking 
up or dropping off guests at the airport, but 
supplies would also be delivered to hotels 
by automated vehicles, and they could even 
handle guest luggage. 

Conclusion
The hospitality industry sees many of these 
innovations as mainstream by 2025, but 
they may involve some tough decisions. 
Investments of time and money aside, there 
are emerging concerns that it may remove 
the human element from any service offered 
to guests. However, innovation has always 
meant a dramatic improvement in the guest 
experience. For example, Oracle Hospitality 
states that 69% of people in its study felt that 
the ability to control lighting and temperature in 
their room by voice alone would enhance their 
stay, and 62% thought that being recognized 
automatically would also be a positive aspect.
Whatever technological innovation the next 
decade brings, hoteliers are in a prime position 
to use it in a practical way, and one that will 
delight guests by providing a service never 
before thought possible.

http://www.worldweb.com
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The Windsor Hotel opened in 1908 at 746 
Granville Street in Vancouver, BC. The hotel 
was a modest three-story brick building with 
six bay windows built between the Orchid 
Coffee Parlour to the north and the Luke & 
Wheeler Millinery next door to the south at 
750 Granville Street. Across the street was the 
Vancouver Opera House and four blocks to 
the north were the convenient transportation 
routes of the Canadian Pacific. An early 
advertisement from Greater Vancouver 
Illustrated read, “The hotel structure is new and 
is arranged so that the majority of the rooms 
are outside rooms. It is heated by steam, has 
electric lights, telephones, hot and cold water 
in every room and every other convenience 
found necessary to the comfort of guests... 
Allen and McKenzie are the proprietors.”

In August, 1909, Mr J.B. Simpson, from 
Victoria, became the new hotel manager and 
added a coffee shop. By the following year, the 
Grill Room, which was a spacious dining room, 
expanded and proved very popular especially 
with the opera crowd after performances.  The 
hotel boasted 52 rooms on the European plan 
and featured a well-stocked bar.

Between 1910 and 1912 the 700-block 
of Granville Street saw its fair share of new 
buildings and the expansion of existing 
structures. The landmark Vancouver Block 
skyscraper was constructed during this time 
just to the north of the Windsor Hotel. The 
Windsor Hotel expanded southwards while 
adding another floor. The expansion reflected 
the success of the hotel and the popularity 
of its many amenities. By 1913 the opera 
house across the street had become the New 
Orpheum Theatre.

By the autumn of 1914 the name of the 
hotel changed from the Windsor to the Castle 
Hotel. The new owner, Walter Hepburn, spent 
$10,000 by adding an additional three floors, 
from four to seven, and enlarging the lobby, 
bar and Grill Room.

Improvements to the hotel were near 
completion by March 1915 when a campaign 
was launched to find a new slogan for the 
Castle Hotel. The public was invited to submit 
ideas to the management team of the hotel. 
“We are looking for something catchy and 
euphonious.” The winning entry paid a prize 
of $50, “A Man’s home is his castle, when in 
Vancouver it’s the Castle Hotel.” 

In 1915, Al Johnson sold the Northern Hotel 
in Prince George, moved to Vancouver and 
leased the Castle Hotel. He was the proprietor 
of the hotel until 1930. 

W.S. Dickson and Robert F. Leighton were 
the managers during the expansion years of 
1914-1915. From 1920 until 1930 Jesse J. 
Kahn managed the hotel and the beer parlour, 
which opened in 1925. 

The Castle Hotel Brochure from the 1920’s 
describes the lobby of the hotel “as spacious 

A History of the Castle Hotel

by Glen A. Mofford100 YEARS OF BCHA
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Did You Know?
Interesting Facts about BC Hotels & Liquor Regulations
Researched and written by Glen A. Mofford

The Ingraham Hotel on Douglas Street in Victoria for a time had the largest beer parlour in BC. Inside the parlour 
was separated with Ladies & Escorts on one side and men on the other. The owners of the Ingraham had an 
ingenious retractable wall, which separated the two rooms. As one side filled up to capacity two waiters would 
move the wall, which was set on wheels, enlarging the needed space while making the less busy side smaller. 
That way they never had to turn anyone away.

and pleasing to the eye. It has that welcome 
atmosphere of hospitality. Numerous palms 
lend a graceful effect, and big lounging chairs 
invite the guests to restful observation of the 
passing world. [While the Ladies Rest Room] 
on the first floor embodies restful quietude and 
dainty cosiness. This portion of the hotel is 
under the personal supervision of MRS KAHN 
(mother of the manager) who gives special 
attention to ladies travelling unattached.”

By 1921 prohibition had proven a dismal 
failure and many jurisdictions had voted for 
government controlled retail liquor outlets 
and beer by the glass. By the following year 
private clubs and veterans’ organizations were 
granted the right to sell beer by the glass to 
their members. The Castle Hotel survived the 
dry years between October 1, 1917 when 
prohibition became law and 1922 when the old 
bar in the hotel was renovated in anticipation 
of being granted a beer parlour license. The 
first licenses to be issued to hotel beer parlours 
did not take place until April 1925. The Castle 
jumped the gun and “was brazenly selling beer 
for 20 to 25 cents per bottle” in 1922 under 
the guise of a private club.

The beer parlour was not granted a beer 
parlour license until 1925. It wasn’t until 1942 
that men and women were forced by law to 
consume beer in their own designated areas 
of the hotel, but some hotels, like the Castle 
Hotel, had already built separate parlours for 
the sexes. 

The Castle Hotel continued to enjoy a 
lucrative business throughout the years from 
1939 to 1947 with Frank Read, Manager and 
A.R. Black Assistant Manager. 

By the early 1950s the Castle Hotel 
on Granville Street was known as a gay 
rendezvous. The hotel closed in 1990.
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NAMES IN THE NEWS

WHAT’S NEW?

New BCHA Members
The BC Hotel Assocation (BCHA) welcomes new members City Centre 
Motor Inn, Vancouver and Concept Manufacturing, Kelowna.

New General Managers
Warren Kalawaski, Prestige Mountain Resort, Rossland
Tyson Andrykew, Sandman Signature Kamloops Hotel
Paul Surette, Sandman Inn, Kamloops 
Karla Silva, Best Western PLUS Chemainus Inn

Appointments
go2HR is pleased to announce the appointment of Marie-Ève Masse to 
the new position of Tourism Career Ambassador. As part of the Industry 
Training team, she will work to promote tourism training and career 
opportunities to BC youth and their influencers. Marie-Ève obtained 
a BFA and teaching certificate from Concordia University in Quebec, 
and brings over 15 years of tourism and customer service experience 
to the role.

Awards
The 2017 TripAdvisor Certificate of Excellence has been awarded to four 
BC properties that consistently achieve outstanding traveller reviews on 

Nerval Corporation has produced a 3D virtual tour of their brand new, 
100,000 sq ft facility in Sherwood Park, Alberta. The tour gives clients 
a look at their comprehensive FF&E product offering, displayed in a 
beautiful new showroom setting, and showcasing everything from case 
goods, kitchen cabinets, washroom fixtures, shower doors, window 
coverings, and more. Nerval is offering this tour by invite only. Email 
info@nervalcorp.com to request your tour.

TELUS is launching National Hospitality Wi-Fi for hotels across 
Canada later this year. Data consumption is expected to double by 
2020, and higher performance Wi-Fi is noted as the most-desired 
amenity at any hotel. 

The BC Hospitality Foundation (BCHF) has announced a new 
industry scholarship. Starting in 2017, the Pat Gaudet Memorial 
Scholarship will be given out annually to the child of a hospitality 
worker who wishes to follow in their parent’s footsteps. The Pat Gaudet 
Memorial Scholarship is sponsored by the BC Wine Appreciation 
Society. Further information on the BCHF Scholarship Program is 
available at bchospitalityfoundation.com.

by Marina Lecian

by Marina Lecian

TripAdvisor: Pemberton Valley Lodge, Residence Inn by Marriott 
Vancouver Downtown, Crystal Lodge & Suites in Whistler, and The 
Best Western PLUS Chateau Granville Hotel & Suites in Vancouver.

Other
The 15th Annual Coast Hotels Shuhachi Naito Golf Classic tournament 
raised $87,000 for charity in which a significant amount goes toward 
promoting new initiatives championing multiculturalism, diversity and 
inclusion. This year Coast Hotels has teamed up with SUCCESS, one 
of the largest social service agencies in BC that helps new Canadians 
settle into their new lives in Canada. The goal is to encourage dialogue 
and citizens to do their part in combating racism. 

A recent survey conducted by Luxury-Hotels.com has identified three 
BC resorts among the most expensive hotels in the world. Clayoquot 
Wilderness Resort is a luxury tent camp located near Tofino, with a 
minimum rate of $3,347/night and it ranks as the eighth most expensive 
hotel in the world and the most expensive hotel in North America. King 
Pacific Lodge in Milbanke Sound with a minimum rate of $2,631/night, 
and the Queen Charlotte Lodge in Haida Gwaii with a minimum rate 
of $2,062/night also made the list.

http://www.restwell.com
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Path to

From Within
Many organizations make internal promotions a business strategy. The 

large hotel brands I have proudly represented throughout my career made 
developing talent from within a business priority. Internal promotions are 

something this industry does extremely well. If you ask most General Managers, 
they will happily tell you they “grew up” in the business. Investing in people as 

though they are your greatest asset is what will truly set your operation and your 
career apart.    

by Veronica Lyver

Promoting

10   InnFocus
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Succession Planning
To create a culture of promoting from within, start with a plan—
succession planning is all about the planning. Map it out so that your 
workforce is focused and driving business results and you will be able 
to see who is aligned with the outcomes you need for success.    

Succession planning often consists of four main areas: (1) evaluate 
and rank your workforce; (2) create a map for the highest performers 

that consists of possible next steps (sometimes even 2 or 3 steps);  
(3) write a development plan that develops, mentors, invests in them; 
and (4) execute your plan.   

Evaluate and Rank Your Workforce
First, rank your employees. The word “ranking” may sound harsh; it’s a 
crucial step in determining who your superstars are and who are warming 
the bench. Your goal is to spend time, money and resources on those 
who will grow the business. Who are tomorrow’s leaders? Who are the 
activators that show the most potential? These are your star performers. 
Involve your future leaders in devising their career maps with a balance 
of business needs and the route they are seeking. Do this work knowing 
that the map may change a few times; if you reflect on your career, it 
likely had several maps that were not followed.

Write a Development Plan
Once you have evaluated each employee’s attitude, knowledge, skills, 
and abilities and identified a course of action, you can begin to work on 
a development plan. Where do you see this person’s best skills utilized 
in the future? What two or three skills does this employee need to learn 
to grow in his or her current job, advance to the next level, or seek a new 
job? What are the employee’s professional interests? Are they willing 
to relocate? Do opportunities exist within your group and the company 
for this employee to advance? If so, what are they?

A development plan can start with a questionnaire for both manager 
and employee. Employees will need to answer questions such as: What 

When the employee buys into the 
development plan, you will often see 
an employee’s appreciation for the 

organization deepen.

http://www.texpro.net
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are my lifestyle needs (limited or no travel, set work schedule, etc.)? What 
are my key transferable skills—those skills that are not job-specific and 
that can be applied to work in many positions (basic computer skills, 
negotiation skills, financial analysis)? Do I think I currently perform up to 
your potential? Why or why not? What is my overall level of satisfaction 
with my current position? What part of my work would I like to continue, 
or do with more skill? What would I like to be doing two years from now? 
What kind of training would I need?

Come together to review these questionnaires and begin to put a 
development plan in place; both you and the employee should be fearless 
in this conversation. It’s important to put together a detailed plan that 
will address any gaps that may exist between the knowledge, skills, and 
abilities required for the future position and what the employee currently 
demonstrates. If you want to get your people ready for the next step, 
you must invest in them. Investment can be as simple as additional 
on-the-job training, a series of leadership courses, or even a faculty 
extension program offered by a local college or university. It’s often a 
combination of personal investment of time on behalf of the employee, 
and the opportunities the employer is willing to coordinate with them. 
When the employee buys into the development plan, you will often see an 
employee’s appreciation for the organization deepen, and the drive and 
motivation required for their side of the equation become easy to tap into. 

Development plans vary in length and complexity. Depending on the 
position(s) you are preparing the person for, it may be years or sometimes 
just months. Continue to meet with your employee on a regular basis 

http://www.telus.com/hospitality/wifi
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to ensure the plan unfolds as promised. Each role will have unique 
qualifications and competencies required. A position like Financial 
Controller may require a specific designation such as CPA (Certified 
Professional Accountant). Other positions, such as Shift Supervisor, may 
require a series of supervisory training classes such as how to switch 
from peer to supervisor. It may also require mentorship from someone 
else in the organization.   

Management Trainee Programs
I’ve enjoyed great success with implementing a structured management 
trainee program as a form of a development plan. Often, you will see 
management trainee programs as add-on positions that require the 

Providing trainees with a strong 
knowledge base of operations 

combined with intense leadership 
training proves to be an excellent 

development plan.

candidate to train hands-on within a rotation of multiple departments. 
Management trainee programs can also be coordinated around areas 
that already exist within the organization. An example of this is rotating 
a group of trainees through three assistant manager or supervisory 
positions within operational departments such as housekeeping, front 
desk, and restaurant. Providing trainees with a strong knowledge base 
of operations combined with intense leadership training proves to be an 
excellent development plan. It is all mapped out and budgeted for ahead 
of time. Everyone commits to the program and knows what’s in store 
for them. This program produces specialized talent who are ready for 
a Department Manager level move in as little as two years. Of course, 
the magic is to start with the right people. Hiring for attitude; training for 
skill still stands true in this business.  

Consider how you approach other critically important drivers in your 
business. If you have regular Rev Max meetings, why wouldn’t you have 
regular People Max meetings focused on the people who have the 
highest impact on driving revenue? Your top performers are the magic 
of a successful business. These people stay where they feel wanted, 
appreciated, and see themselves growing and developing. 

Veronica Lyver is a Partner with HR West Consulting. As a Human 
Resources and Labour Relations Consultant, she works with hospitality 
clients across BC through both HR West Consulting (hrwest.ca) and 
Hospitality Industrial Relations (hirbc.com).  

http://www.telus.com/hospitality/wifi
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Source:  J.D. Power

Mobile Check-In  
& Mobile App Usage

Business travellers and younger guests are 
more likely to use various facets of mobile 

apps than other guests, according to recent 
research conducted by J.D. Power.

Room Key

Didn’t Use

Check-In
Request

Housekeeping

App Ownership

Order Room Service

Pay BillCheck-Out

19%

28%

9%

3%

38%

12%

21%

34%



http://www.bigpictureconferences.ca/event/western-canadian-lodging-conference/
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100 Years 
of Hotel 

History
The Fall and Rise 
of Three Classic 
BC Hotels

by Mark Glenning
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T he Best 
Western 

Dorchester
As Nanaimo’s oldest man-made structure, the Best Western 
Dorchester has a lot of the island’s DNA in its very fabric. The 

hotel was built in 1889 amidst a shattered community, which was 
recovering from two disasters that claimed the lives of hundreds 

of workers at coal mines owned by Hudson’s Bay Company. The 
property was originally known as Windsor House and was the site 

of several of the company’s shops.
In 1900, the hotel was expanded with a connection to the upper 

floor of an adjacent opera house in a grand renovation that cost 
$250,000—about $5.5 million in today’s money.
For a time, the hotel attracted world famous guests such as actress 

Shirley Temple, but it gradually fell out of favour. In 1987, it was renovated 
as a retirement residence, but it bounced back and was reborn as The 

Dorchester in 1989.
Hotel Manager Julie Park notes that The Dorchester prides itself on its 

unique position in Nanaimo’s history and its harbour front location. She says, 
“When the hotel was built, the roads were not even paved. It was the first area 

in Nanaimo to have paved streets.”
This sense of heritage is something that threads through the hotel today. The 

new owners have painstakingly recreated the original architecture, and along 
with the choice of decór—ornate crystal chandeliers, classic posts, and ceramic 

tile—serves to invoke a Victorian atmosphere.
“Nanaimo is the second-largest urban centre on the island, and has a thriving 

business community,” Park explains. It’s become an essential destination for travellers 
visiting Vancouver Island from the Mainland.

British Columbia is widely considered as the epitome of 
what modern-day Canada has to offer. The First Nations 
have inhabited the land for more than 10,000 years, and 
much of the land is unchanged. BC boasts a spectacular 
coastline and thick, lush forests. The bustling, 
multicultural hub of Vancouver is the epitome of a 
modern city, and the province is recognized globally 
for its leadership in clean technology. Its hotels are 
an important thread in the fabric of the province, 
and uphold its reputation for welcoming everyone 
who comes here.
BC has not been without its adversity over the 
years, and looking closely, you can see its 
changing fortunes reflected in its hotels. Here, 
we learn the highs and lows experienced by 
just three of them.
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The proud capital city of BC, Victoria lays on the southern tip of Vancouver Island and 
is one of the oldest cities in the Pacific Northwest. In 1841, James Douglas, “The Father 
of British Columbia”, founded Fort Victoria on the site that was to become the city itself.
The Hotel Rialto has a tradition of being among the first at things. Its builder, the merchant 

and civil rights activist Lim Bang who gave his name to the 
original structure, was one of the first people to own a vehicle 
in BC. Following BC’s prohibition era—1916 to 1921—it was 
renamed the Hotel Douglas. 

The Douglas faced tough times in the 1970s when the 
business district gradually moved away. Margaret Lucas, 
general manager of the Hotel Rialto, says, “During that time, 
the hotel was neglected and it attracted a rough crowd. It 
had a very disreputable status. Getting away from that was 

going to be a challenge.”
Help came from Danilo Danzo, who purchased the property in 2002 

and started renovating it. Danzo wanted to honour Lim Bang’s legacy 
as well as his own roots as an immigrant from Northern Italy’s Veneto 
region. Lucas describes, “Both cultures are evident throughout the 
hotel. The wine shop connected to the Rialto has over 1,500 wines 
to choose from, with many from Italy.” Richard McBride, a politician 
who was an instrumental figure in overturning prohibition laws and 
whose final resting place is in Victoria, would approve.

Located on BC’s Sunshine Coast, The Historic Lund Hotel is on the doorstep of 
wild Canada. Despite this idyllic setting, things have not always gone smoothly for 
the hotel, which has bounced back from serious setbacks, picking up an uninvited 
spectral guest on the way.

The Lund has been a hotel in one form or another since 1895, but has been 
destroyed by fire twice. The Lund has endured, and has remained the centre of town. 
It has served the community as post office, bar, restaurant, boat launch as well as  
grocery and hardware store for decades.

According to manager Kurt Pyrch, parts of its current structure have survived the 
disaster wrought upon it. Investigating the hotel deep in its basement, it’s possible to 
see wooden water pipes that were in service in 1905.

Purchased by the Tla-amin Nation in 2016, The Lund is a step-off point for hikers, 
canoeists, cyclists, and marine sightseeing 
tours, especially those from Europe. It also 
attracts a lot of people from the US, particularly 
for those who want a taste of Canada away 
from the trappings of a city.

 However, Kurt would welcome another 
group of guests: ghost hunters!

 He says, “There are numerous stories 
about ghosts. I’ve never seen one, but some 
weird stuff happens. I think it’s haunted by a 
past resident of Lund… a lady who was jilted 
by her lover.” 

The Lund is yet to host any ghostbusting 
guests, although Kurt has issued a challenge: 
“If they can prove that there are ghosts, I’ll 
comp their stay!”

Hotel Rialto

Hotel

T he
Historic

Lund

Hume Hotel in Nelson
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Trends in

Supplies & Equipment
Most everyone is concerned about the environment, and hotel guests are looking 

for more than a recycling bin in their room, so, hotels that practice sustainability 
by saving water and energy will be viewed in a more favourable light. Going “green” 

is an important trend in housekeeping, but to make a significant difference, certain 
policies and procedures have to be implemented. Future-thinking hoteliers are using 

chemical-free supplies and the latest equipment to save in energy use and water 
consumption, which ultimately cuts costs.

Housekeeping
by Jane Mundy

18   InnFocus
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Laundry Equipment
Recent trends in bedding packages have included bigger 
mattresses with larger and higher quality linens that 
require different care than their predecessors. New laundry 
equipment includes washers with high G-force spin and 
“smart” dryers that shut off when items are dry. 

“Energy efficiency ratings are a big trend in sustainability, 
particularly with our customers focused on going green,” 
says Zack Davis at Coldstream Commercial. “Many forward-
thinking hoteliers are looking at lifetime operating costs and not 
just the up-front purchase.” Having an efficient machine can 
considerably save the amount of water used and the amount 
of grey water dumped.

Davis says that you can save up to 30% more drying time 
with a G-force extractor washer. As for timing, “A higher G-force 
machine extracts 50% more water per load so that translates to 
quicker drying time,” he adds. (High efficiency washers extract 
at 450 G-force whereas a regular machine spins at 100 G-force.) 
Hotel processing times are important, so a machine that cleans 
more laundry in one shift and a dryer that uses less gas per load, 
and at the same time is environmentally sustainable, makes sense, 
despite the initial costs involved.

The Electrolux W5240H Smart washer extractor weighs a load before 
it starts and uses a smart dosing system. “If your load is at 75% capacity, 
it uses 75% water and 75% chemicals, which is the largest cost of 
operating a laundry. Potential savings on chemicals can be huge,” Davis 
says. Although these features are more complex, they are self-diagnostic. 
Like your car, they can scan for fault codes. “More often than not, we 
show up on site knowing what is wrong with the washer, which means 
less time with the client and that saves on repair costs.”

Hotels that outsource their laundry are realizing that a better solution 

You can save up to 30% more drying 
time with a G-force extractor washer.

is to invest in such machines and provide their guests with better quality 
linens—exterior laundry services may not be using the best washing 
programs. As well, housekeepers can rely on efficient machines. 

Chemical-Free Cleaning 
Trending in Europe’s health care industry and used by Loden Hotel in 
Vancouver is a steam cleaning machine called Duplex. “It scrubs, steams 
and picks up water, leaving the floor dry. We had tests done to prove 
the steam kills bacteria,” says Joanne Setter, Duplex representative in 
the UK.  

“This steam technology eliminates other equipment such as 
extractors, and the Duplex has a rotating brush that doesn’t push fibre 
down, so it works well on both carpets and furniture,” says Nada Vintar, 
executive housekeeper at Loden Hotel. (Loden imported the machine 
directly from Italy.)

 “When I see representatives with new cleaning materials, I want 
to know how it affects our guests—and their pets,” Vintar says. “And 

Photo courtesy of Electrolux

826437878

http://www.dynamicspecialty.com
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your eye or skin or even drink it by accident—
such as a person living with dementia or a 
kid grabbing a bottle from the housekeeping 
cart—there’s no harm done.” 

Bacteria and Bed Bugs
Green products and steam cleaners have 
the ability to kill germs if the temperature is 
more than 104°C (220°F), but chemicals are 
still necessary, particularly in some places. 
Since May 2017, hospitals and schoolboards 
across Canada are using an electro-static 
cleaning product called “Clorox Total 360”, 
which kills Norovirus, MRI bacteria and more. 
According to Lindsey Lima at Bunzl Canada 
(which owns Planet Clean, the company that 
distributes the product), The Ministry of Health 
in Quebec has mandated that all their hospitals 
use this product, but hotels are yet to sign on. 
“This product discharges a cleaning chemical 
that can wrap around any surface—such as 
mattresses—to kill surface bacteria including 
bed bugs,” describes Lima. And who wants 
to touch TV remotes? “Spray the entire 
room and every surface will be disinfected. 
Unfortunately, we cannot totally dispense with 
chemicals.”

Forward-thinking hotel owners and operators 
concerned with environmental and health 
issues recognize that equipment and supplies 
will be purchased with sustainability in mind. 
As a bonus, by using these green products 
hoteliers will also improve the efficiency of their 
housekeeping departments.

This product discharges a 
cleaning chemical that can 
wrap around any surface–
such as mattresses–to kill 
surface bacteria including 

bed bugs.

colleagues work with these supplies 24/7, 
so they could potentially develop health 
problems. It’s happened before, so we only 
use products registered with Health Canada.”

Vintar also uses LOTUS Pro, a chemical-
free, odorless water cleaning system that uses 
water and oxygen to create an aqueous ozone 
cleaning solution. “This is accomplished by 
running a water supply through the system 
and dispensing it into spray bottles or mop 
buckets, says Steve Hengsperger, President, 
Tersano Inc. 

While some guests ask for chemical-free 
rooms, other guests complain that a room isn’t 
clean because they can’t smell the product. 
“Some hotels instruct housekeeping to use an 
air freshener just to put a scent in the room 
to keep guests happy,” says Hengsperger, 
laughing, “but we see more buildings going 
scent-free and using products like LOTUS 
Pro, and it’s safe. If you splash the product in 

Photo courtesy of Electrolux

http://www.intello.com
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The hotel industry is in a never-ending cycle of attempting to generate 
room nights through the development of properties that are ideally 
suited to the travelling public. The dual brand hotel concept emerged as 
an innovative and effective product aimed at attracting room demand. 
There are variations in the dual brand concept. These projects can 
include two different hotel concepts that are largely “separate” structures 
but are connected by shared facilities. The Courtyard by Marriott and 
Residence Inn by Marriott Calgary South are effectively two connected 
hotels that have separate entrances and their own food and beverage 
concepts. However, the hotels share amenities including the indoor 
aquatic facilities, parking, a fitness centre, and meeting space. Another 
dual brand concept is the single structure that is constructed with two 
brands within a taller tower, such as the 13-storey Hilton Garden Inn/

Homewood Suites located in downtown Calgary. The hotel has separate 
entrances and food and beverage concepts. Guest rooms/suites of both 
brands are located on each guest room floor, but are separated by a 
locked door and are accessed via separate elevators. All other facilities 
and amenities are shared. A dual brand hotel will be the newest entrant 
into the downtown Vancouver accommodation market with the Fall 2017 
opening of the Parq Vancouver complex, which includes a 329-room JW 
Marriott and a 188-room Marriott Autograph Collection (“The Douglas”). 

The Rationale
The premise of the dual brand hotel is that the provision of two different 
product offerings can theoretically increase the prospect of attracting 
room demand. An extended stay portion could include amenities suited 
to long-stay guests (work crews, relocations) or sources that wish to 
have a more spacious unit with kitchen amenities (families, sports teams). 
Other concepts could suit the short stay corporate or leisure markets. 
The dual brand can effectively replace a larger, single concept hotel. 

Challenges
The dual brand concept provides some challenges to owners. Most 
chains require that each brand have a separate entrance and front 
desk/reception area, which can increase staffing requirements at times, 
despite the prospect of a low volume of arrivals and departures during 
specific periods. In many instances each component is required to have 
their own brand standard food and beverage outlet, which requires the 
capital cost to construct and must also be staffed by separate service 
team members. Each brand concept also has its own design and 
amenity criteria that must be adhered to. Room pricing requires a great 
deal of attention, as operators must be careful to not create imbalances 
between the hotel concepts, but also ensure that yields are maximized. 

by David Ferguson

Photo courtesy of Residence Inn by Marriott Calgary South

Dual

Hotels
Branded

Opportunities in Canada
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Benefits
However, the benefits of dual branding can outweigh the challenges. 
Most dual brand properties can operate with fewer management 
positions than two separate hotels. Team members within key 
departments, including front office, housekeeping, and food and 
beverage can be trained on the brand standard for each concept, which 
increases their flexibility and can help save on labour requirements. The 
two concepts can share certain supplies and amenities. Maintenance 
and finance department personnel can perform required duties for 
both brands. From a development perspective, the prospect of shared 
amenities and common spaces saves on construction costs over the 
prospect of developing two separate hotels. A developer can potentially 
save on land costs if they build a taller structure on a smaller footprint. 

Markets
A challenge facing developers is identifying markets within the Canadian 
hotel landscape where the dual brand concept could succeed. To 
date, the dual brand concept has largely been developed within major 
urban markets, either within their downtown core or in suburban 
areas. This is largely due to factors relating to room demand 
levels in those geographic areas and the diversity 
of demand sources. In early 2017, the first IHG 
dual branded hotel in Canada opened in 
West Edmonton, with a 137-room 
Holiday Inn Express & Suites plus 
a 77-room Candlewood 
Suites. A nearby dual 

branded project currently under construction will include a Four Points by 
Sheraton and Element with a combined total of 220 rooms. 

There are possibilities within mid-size markets throughout the country 
for future development of dual brand assets. A dual brand hotel has 
received approval for development in Kelowna. The project will be built 
in two phases, with the initial development being a 120-room Courtyard 
by Marriott Hotel. A second phase will be attached to form an L shape 
with a 90-room hotel (brand not yet identified). A proposal has also been 
submitted for development of a dual brand hotel in Grande Prairie. 

Developers will continue to seek markets that have a diverse client 
base for hotels and pursue future dual branded opportunities throughout 
Canada. The major hotel chains are working to offer brands that are suited 
for a dual branded project. While the total number of dual branded 
projects in Canada is relatively low, it appears that 
financing is possible and new developments 
are likely to occur in the future. 

InnFocus   23   
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Assessing the 
Return on your  

Service
by Roland Rust, Rebecca Hamilton and Chekitan S. Dev 
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Amenities are a constant variable for hoteliers when you consider the vigorous 
competition for guests and revenue share. And, regionally and beyond, there’s a 

weak spot: a wherewithal to fully assess the return on investing in free “extras”.

Amenities
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Say you’re an upper midscale hotel operator trying to decide whether 
to add a fitness kiosk. Your guests could be drawn to the added 
convenience of a touch-screen display with video tutorials covering your 
fitness centre equipment including training techniques and more. But 
would the additional reservations you bring in offset the cost of installing 
and maintaining that kiosk?  Or if your inn is offering free bottled water to 
all guests, would you save money in the long run if you stopped doing so?

Recent research we conducted and co-authored with the University 
of Maryland’s Michel Wedel (published earlier this year by the Journal of 
Marketing Research) offers some answers to these questions–including 
a methodology to identify pointless expenditures. 

Most previous research into amenities examined how they affected 
initial consumer choice, but our study went further by incorporating 
profits from return visits into the calculations. Our findings underscore 
the importance of observing guests’ actual use of amenities before 
deciding to make them standard, rather than relying only on surveys of 
guests’ desire for and intent to use the amenities.

Free Wi-Fi boosted the chance a 
hotel would be selected anywhere 

from 2% to 17%.

http://www.rhbenterprisesinc.ca
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With the resulting methodology, a hotel or inn operator can evaluate the 
profitability of offering a particular service amenity based on its effects 
on both initial choice and repeat purchases/return visits to consider its 
return on investment.

We focused on the aforementioned bottled water and fitness centres, 
plus WiFi—three popular amenities with very different costs and different, 
albeit overlapping, audiences. Broadly, the freely offered goods in these 
categories paid for themselves for many hotel brands:  the bottled water 
and Wi-Fi within a year, and the fitness centre over the long term. For one 
hotel, however, even the gym paid for itself, and then some, within a year. 
The study found that adding bottled water increased revenue by 2.2%.

Additionally, we partnered with a global firm to survey its guests—both 
before and after staying in its 33 hotels across the US, encompassing 
six midscale-to-luxury brands. Nearly 800 people answered questions 
about whether they expected to use certain amenities and, after the 
fact, whether they had done so. That allowed us to link actual usage 
with return visits. Those data, in turn, were linked to information about 
revenue generated over a 12-month span by the stays of those same 
consumers. 

Wi-Fi
Among the three amenities we focused on, free Wi-Fi had the largest 
effect on initial consumer choice. This result was nearly equal for both 
leisure and business travellers. Across the six brands, it boosted the 
chance a hotel would be selected anywhere from 2% to 17%. There 
was only a slight effect on repeat visits, however. Overall, ROI for the 
Internet access was positive for five of the six brands, even in the first 
year. This amenity subsequently should be of particular interest, for 
instance, to a hotel or inn that derives a large proportion of revenues 
from first-time visitors.  

The ROI, within a year, for free 
bottled water was also positive for 

five of the six brands.

Bottled Water
In contrast to free in-room Internet access, free bottled water had a weak 
effect on initial choice. However, for three of the six hotel brands, the 
effect of this amenity on return visits was high. As a result, the ROI, within 
a year, for free bottled water was also positive for five of the six brands. 
Our survey did not examine why bottled water has such an effect on 
returning guests, but a possible explanation is that some amenities are 
easier for prospective customers to envision prior to actually using them. 
Bottled water in this context might simply be a pleasant and memorable 
surprise. Regarding the individual brands, offering bottled water had 
a significant effect on return visits for one upper upscale brand and a 
marginal effect for one luxury brand. Neither the Wi-Fi nor fitness room 
access had a significant effect on return visits for any of the brands.

Fitness Centre
For fitness centres the results further differed significantly. This amenity is 
a high up-front investment, with installation costs of at least $125,000. As 
a result, the ROI was negative for the first year for five of the six brands. 
The sixth had a strong payback, even in one year. And from our survey 
data, 46% of guests expected to work out in the fitness centre during 
their stay, but only 22% actually did so. 

Such high cost and low use of fitness centres appears to factor into 
a trend of hotels developing access agreements with nearby fitness 
centres or offering in-room, on-demand fitness equipment. However, 
in fairness, the fitness centres would appear much more profitable 
given a longer time horizon, as is typically appropriate for major capital 
investments.

Going beyond the three categories we focused on, our data shows that 
guests overestimated their projected use of most of the 50 amenities we 
collectively measured. Such a tendency among travellers underscores 
the importance of factoring usage when calculating the ROI of free 
services. This effectively can give hoteliers a further edge by clarifying 
the degree to which each amenity attracts first-time guests and drives 
repeat business.

Read the research article at http://journals.ama.org/doi/abs/10.1509/jmr.14.0364?code=amma-site. 
Roland Rust is a Professor at The University of Maryland. David Bruce Smith is Chair in Marketing, 
Executive Director, Center for Excellence in Service, Executive Director, Center for Complexity in 
Business. Rebecca Hamilton is the Michael G. and Robin Psaros Chair of Business Administration at 
Georgetown University’s McDonough School of Business. Chekitan S. Dev is Professor of Marketing 
at the School of Hotel Administration in Cornell University’s SC Johnson College of Business.

http://www.parknfly.ca
http://www.hrwest.ca
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BCHA MEMBER BENEFITS

The BC Hotel Association is always looking for ways that our hotel 
members can make the most of the benefits of membership and keep 
current on what is available. We find that hotel members that consistently 
utilize as many programs as possible, regularly visit our website, diligently 
read our e-newsletter, view membership updates, and attend regional 
meetings benefit the most. 

To connect members with our preferred programs that offer hotel 
members special pricing and/or discounts, we’ve developed a quick, 
simple Information Request Form that can be emailed, is fillable online, 
and can be completed and returned to our office in literally minutes.

If you’d like the Information Request Form emailed over, please 
contact me at louise@bchotelassociation.com, 1-800-663-3153 ext. 
756 or 604-443-4756. The form can also be found on our website at  
www.bchotelassociation.com under Programs & Discounts. Each 
company is shown in a box with an explanation of what they provide. 
Next, simply tick as many boxes that you want, then return the form 
to us. Our office will contact the marked companies and ask them to 
reach out to you. Completing and returning the form is simple, quick, 
and could result in some fantastic savings for your property. 

We are also encouraging hotels to forward the form to different 
departments in their properties as sometimes another area may be 
involved in purchasing or have some valuable feedback when looking 
at other options. 

Programs & Discounts
• Get a quote on your property insurance–you may be pleasantly 
  surprised at the savings and level of coverage. Recently a hotel  
 member gave us some wonderful feedback on why they’re switching 
  to our program from being with another company.
• Help recover the cost of your food purchases through rebate cheques. 
  You don’t even need to switch vendors.
• New, stylish, upholstered furniture made right here in BC. 
• Payment processing with a knowledgeable local contact.
• Savings on paint and coatings with suppliers located throughout the 
  province.

by Louise Thompson

• Pool & spa chemicals to keep your facilities inviting, sparkling, and  
 most importantly safe for your guests.
• Pay for just your coffee supplies. The coffee equipment comes as  
 part of the package.
• Graded eco-rating that is known and respected both Canada-wide 
  and beyond.
• The hotel industry’s booking platform that was developed by the hotel 
  industry for the hotel industry.
• An eye-catching seasonal advertisement or a discount at your 
  restaurant can be added.
• A wide array of guestroom amenities–suppliers of absolutely 
  everything you could ever need in a guestroom.
• Hospitality communication systems for any size of hotel.
• The best office supplies in BC, offering a huge selection and great  
 quality with fast and reliable delivery and simple returns.
• Employee benefits for all members of your hotel team.
• Payroll and HR professionals offering a thorough analysis.
• Massive selection of cleaning products, for every nook and cranny in  
 your hotel.
• Timeless, high-quality, towels, linens, draperies and robes at a special 
  BCHA price. 
• Local, family-run supplier of superior linens offering special BCHA 
  pricing and great service.
• Canadian company with competitive pricing that is a one-stop shop 
  for all your case goods.
• Superior printing and promotional items, plus design work customized  
 just for you. 
• All types of lights, plus assistance on upgrades and/or eco-friendly 
  replacements.
• Mattresses from the leading brand in the lodging industry. 
• ATM machines with 24/7 assistance plus training and dedicated, 
  ongoing support.
• Save on natural gas costs by joining our program.
• Professional, knowledgeable, pest control. Get rid of a minor problem 
  fast before it turns into a major pest.
• Televisions and electronics for all areas of your hotel.

http://www.thebuscentre.com
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Culinary 
Experiences 
Dictate Holiday 
Choices 

by Booking.com
Photo courtesy of Booking.com

Forget listening to your 
heart, for Canadians it’s 
all about listening to your 
stomach.  

http://www.hipinsurance.ca
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Globally, Asian and South American 
flavours were favourites in the top ten foodie 
destinations, with Greece, Australia and Spain 
not far behind. Hong Kong, with its famous 
dim sum, Sao Paulo with Brazilian barbeque 
and Tokyo, whose restaurants have accrued 
more Michelin stars than New York and Paris 
combined, top the list. 

Top 25 Cities Globally 
Endorsed for Food
1  Hong Kong, Hong Kong
2  Sao Paulo, Brazil
3  Tokyo, Japan
4  Athens, Greece
5  Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
6  Melbourne, Australia
7  Bangkok, Thailand
8  Granada, Spain
9  Las Vegas, USA
10 Buenos Aires, Argentina
11  Singapore, Singapore
12 Warsaw, Poland
13 Porto, Portugal
14  Valencia, Spain
15 Florence, Italy
16 Milan, Italy
17  Sydney, Australia
18 Krakow, Poland

According to new research commissioned 
by Booking.com, nearly three quarters 
(69%) of Canadians would travel somewhere 
known for its food and drink. With the joy 
of trying local delicacies often becoming 
one of the highlights of any trip, it’s clear 
Canadians have developed this taste for 
travel.

So, which destinations should be top of 
mind for those looking to sip, savour and 
sample their way through their next vacation? 
According to over 118 million real reviews from 
global travellers on Booking.com, the top 
Canadian cities for a salivating gastronomic 
experience are Vancouver, with its west 
coast charm and healthy treats, followed by 
the flavourful Quebecois cuisine of Montreal, 
and thirdly the Nova Scotia Capital of Halifax, 
known for its fresh seafood and award-
winning wines. 

Top 5 Cities in Canada 
Endorsed for Food 
1  Vancouver
2  Montreal
3  Halifax
4  Winnipeg
5  Toronto

19 Istanbul, Turkey
20 Lisbon, Portugal
21 Munich, Germany
22 Copenhagen, Denmark
23 Seville, Spain
24 Brussels, Belgium
25 Rome, Italy

Gastronomic Tourism 
In the last year, 8% of people have travelled 
to fulfil their hobby of fine dining and 7% 
for their passion for wine. However, with 
79% of travellers between the ages of 18 
and 34 considering travelling somewhere 
that’s specifically known for its gastronomic 
delights, it seems millennials are leading the 
way for gastronomic tourism. In fact, one in 
ten has combined their love of street food 
with travelling, compared to only 4% of those 
travellers aged over 55. 

Pepijn Rijvers, Chief Marketing Officer at 
Booking.com comments, “Culinary travel is 
an ever-growing trend, with travellers planning 
trips centred on taste-inspired exploration 
and seeking to fully immerse themselves in 
the local culture, of which food plays a huge 
part. Not only are people looking for luxury 
gastronomic experiences, but also sampling 
local and street food.” 

http://www.bchotelassociation.com
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The BC Hospitality Foundation (BCHF) is not just the industry’s charity. 
The BCHF was born in the industry and only exists to support it. The 
Foundation is hospitality exemplified, especially when we as an industry 
gather to support a colleague, or inspire others to pay it forward.

In the last issue of InnFocus we talked about the full circle of support 
that manifested with one of our latest beneficiaries who contributed to 
a payroll deduction program for the Foundation, which in turn ended 
up supporting her when she had nowhere else to turn.

Another example is one of our more recent beneficiaries, Michael 
Scott, a restaurant manager at the Pinnacle Hotel in North Vancouver. 
On vacation in Central America, he suffered an unexpected blood clot in 
his leg and after being treated at a private hospital, was diagnosed with 
Deep Vein Thrombosis, a painful and debilitating condition. Following 
treatment abroad and back in Vancouver, he was told that his travel 
insurance did not cover his condition, leaving him not only out of work 
while he recovered, but seriously in debt.

The BCHF received and approved his application for support, which 
inspired Chef Joel Green from the Pinnacle Hotel to bring his team to 
the Foundation’s annual Dish ‘n Dazzle event in Vancouver this past 
May. The funds that Chef Joel Green and his crew raised that night will 
help additional beneficiaries this year.

Similarly, many of those companies that are sponsoring holes, 
donating to our silent auction, or golfing at our Victoria tournament on 
September 19 at Westin Bear Mountain, are personally connected to 

our beneficiaries and scholarship winners, and therefore recognize the 
need to support the Foundation. The same thing occurred with our 
successful Vancouver Golf Tournament at Westwood Plateau on July 10. 

Since our last update, the BCHF has supported additional applicants, 
bringing the total to 21 beneficiaries so far this year.  Some of those 
include Natali Geller (Sheraton Wall Centre, Vancouver) and Ventura 
Jackson (Best Western, Kamloops).
Who do you know that we can help next? Connect with us directly 
at bchospitalityfoundation.com.
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